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Summary: Pupil diameter can be used as a physiological measure of cognitive
load in driving simulator studies. However, pupil size depends on both cognitive
load and lighting conditions. In order to accurately estimate cognitive load these
two effects must be separated. In our study we introduce illumination only,
cognitive only and combined tasks. Based on these we decouple the two effects
on pupil diameter and we design a predictor of the pupil’s reaction to light which
can be used to estimate changes in pupil diameter that are due to cognitive load.
INTRODUCTION
With the proliferation of in-car electronic devices such as cell phones, personal navigation
devices, and in-car entertainment systems, drivers’ cognitive resources are taxed as perhaps
never before. Designers of in-car user interfaces utilize performance, physiological and
subjective measures in order to estimate the cognitive load introduced by these interfaces. One of
the physiological measures is pupil diameter. Pupil diameter is of interest due to the fact that
when people are faced with a challenging cognitive task, their pupils dilate. This phenomenon is
called the Task Evoked Pupillary Response (TEPR) (Beatty, 1982; Klingner et al., 2008).
However, cognitive load is certainly not the only factor influencing pupil diameter. The pupil’s
primary task is to regulate the amount of light falling on the retina. When there is too much light,
the sphincter pupillae muscle group will contract the pupil, to reduce influx. When there is not
enough light, the pupil will dilate by the activation of the dilator pupillae muscle group. Our
long term goal is to design an algorithm to use pupil diameter as a measure of cognitive load in
driving simulator experiments, even when the light reaching the pupil from the simulator screen
changes over time. In this study we hypothesize (H1) that it is possible to decouple the TEPR
and the pupil’s light reflex for subjects scanning static images in a driving simulator. We also
hypothesize (H2) that under such conditions it is possible to predict pupil diameter changes due
to the light reflex and subtract them from the overall changes in order to estimate the TEPR.
Pupil diameter can be measured using eye trackers. Using a remote eye tracker Klingner et al.
(2008) successfully estimated cognitive load in a desktop environment, while our group did so in
a driving simulator (Palinko et al., 2010). However, neither study explored the interaction
between cognitive load and the pupil’s light reflex, opting instead to maintain near-constant
lighting. For example, in our driving simulator study we confirmed that the average illumination
of the simulator screen for each simulation frame was within +/-5% of the overall mean
calculated over the entire length of the experiment. Based on this calculation we made the
assumption that the light reflex did not significantly influence pupil diameter. In contrast, in this
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paper wee make no su
uch assumptiions and exp
plore how chhanges in coggnitive load and lightingg
interact in influencin
ng pupil diam
meter.
Pomplun
n and Sunkarra (2003) dem
monstrated the
t effects off cognitive lload and lighhting on the
average pupil
p
diametter. The auth
hors suggest subtracting the predictedd pupil diam
meter for a giiven
lighting level
l
from th
he overall pu
upil diameterr, resulting inn diameter cchanges that are presumaably
due to ch
hanges in cog
gnitive load only. We also suggest taaking this appproach, but in contrast tto
Pomplun
n and Sunkarra, we investtigate the pup
pil’s entire ttime-domainn response, nnot only the ttimeaveraged
d response fo
or different leevels of cogn
nitive load aand lighting. We expect that this
approach
h will allow us
u to track raapid cognitiv
ve load-induuced changess.
Asano et al. (1994) also
a explored
d the pupil’s time-domaiin response tto changes inn lighting, buut
without manipulating
m
g cognitive load. They fo
ound that a nneural netwoork model off the pupil’s
response outperformss a linear mo
odel. Van Orrden et al. (22001) also ussed neural networks to
predict th
he pupil’s response to ch
hanges in cog
gnitive load,, but withoutt manipulatiing lighting. We
present a model that uses two sep
parate linearr transfer funnctions, and a saturation element, to
predict dilation
d
and contraction
c
in
n response to lighting chhanges. Withh this model we demonstrate
that it is possible
p
to predict
p
the light reflex, account
a
for itts effect on ppupil diametter, and thus
track cog
gnitive load-induced chaanges in pupiil diameter.
METHO
OD
Equipmeent
The study
y was condu
ucted in a DrriveSafety DS-600C
D
highh fidelity driiving simulaator (Figure 1a).
Although
h no driving was done fo
or this study the simulatoor was used tto project im
mages, play
sounds an
nd to create a realistic drriving enviro
onment. Gazze direction aand pupil sizze were recoorded
using a SeeingMachi
S
ines faceLAB
B 5.01 remo
ote eye trackeer. The eye ttracker was mounted in the
simulatorr on top of th
he dashboard
d in front off the driver (F
Figure 1b). T
The eye tracking system
m
estimatess the pupil diiameter baseed on an ellip
pse fitting allgorithm.

Figure 1a. Driving sim
mulator

Figuree 1b. Eye traccker on dashbooard

Tasks
The subjeects were asked to comp
plete three diifferent taskss: Illuminatiion, Aural V
Vigilance andd
Combineed Task. Eacch of these was
w preceded
d by a minutee of training and followeed by filling out
the NASA
A-TLX form
m. The orderr of the taskss was counterbalanced beetween subjeects.
The Illum
mination Tassk (IT) consiisted of look
king at a statiic simulatedd image of thhree trucks off
different shades of grray (Figure 2).
2 This imag
ge was projeected on the front screenn of our simuulator
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while thee other screens (left, righ
ht, rear, side view) were turned off. T
The left truckk’s area wass
nearly black (referred
d to as black
k, from now on) with 10%
% of the proojector’s maxximum
brightnesss (1.3 lux, measured
m
witth Velleman
n DVM1300 light meter)). The middlle truck’s areea
was gray
y with 50% brightness
b
(31.6 lux), wh
hile the right truck was nnearly white (referred to as
white, fro
om now on) with 90% of brightness (193.1 lux).. While the ttrucks were w
without coloor,
their environment waas naturally colored.
c
Thee image reprresented a citty intersectioon with trafffic
lights, thu
us simulatin
ng waiting att a red light. Subjects weere instructedd to fixate thheir gaze on a
small targ
get that was positioned on
o one of thee three truckks (on gray trruck in (Figuure 2). The taarget
was preseented in whiite on the blaack and gray
y trucks, whiile it was graay on the whhite truck.

Figure
F
2. The image
i
of threee trucks preseented during th
he Illuminatioon and Combiined Tasks

The task started with
h the target on the middlee (gray) truc k, where it sstayed for 155 seconds,
providing
g time for th
he eyes to adapt. After th
his period thee target movved from onee truck to anoother
12 times,, remaining on
o each of th
he trucks forr 9 seconds. The order inn which the ttarget movedd
between trucks was kept
k constan
nt for all subjjects. Subjeccts fixated onn each truck 4 times andd they
nsition betw
ween brightneess levels (bllack->gray, white->blacck, etc.) 2 tim
mes.
experiencced each tran
The Auraal Vigilance Task (AVT) was adapteed from Klinngner et al. (2008). It connsisted of
listening to a pre-reco
orded male voice
v
countiing from 1 too 18 repeateddly (after 188 it would resstart
th
at 1). Sub
bjects were told
t
that every 6 numbeer (6, 12, andd 18) might be out of order. This is
illustrated in Figure 3, , where th
he 6th numbeer is out of oorder but the 12th is not. S
Subjects werre
d to press a button
b
on the steering wheel
w
if they detected an out-of-orderr number. Thhe
instructed
task indu
uced increaseed cognitive load at everry 6th numbeer, as this waas the point w
where subjeccts
had to identify if a nu
umber was out
o of order. This increasse in cognitivve load trigggered the TE
EPR,
T 1-18 couunting sequennce was repeeated 4 times,
manifestiing in a shorrt dilation off the pupil. The
thus subjects had to pay
p attention
n to 4 x 18/6 = 12 possibble errors. Thhe location oof errors wass
randomly
y selected bu
ut kept consttant for all su
ubjects. Out of the 12 poossible locatiions the couunting
sequencee included an
n error in 6. The
T time bettween the start of each nnumber was 1.5 sec. Durring
the AVT the simulato
or screen waas set to gray
y, keeping ligghting consttant.
no error – no aaction

error – push buttoon
1

2

3

4

5

9

7

8

9

10

11

12

Figurre 3. Counting
g sequence in the
t Aural Viggilance and Coombined Task
ks
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In the Combined Task (CT) subjects performed the IT and the AVT in parallel. They followed
the target with their gaze while listening to the counting sequence and operating the button on the
steering wheel. This task produced an interaction between the pupil light reflex and the TERP.
Subjects
The experiment was completed by 12 male college students, all native speakers of English. We
offered a gift card compensation of $10 for completing the experiment and an additional $5 for
good performance, which was always awarded. The subjects’ mean age was 20.6 years. A
condition of participation was not to wear glasses, because of the possible interference of the
infra-red illuminator’s reflection off the glasses with pupil tracking.
RESULTS
Illumination Task

MPDC [mm]

The mean pupil diameter change (MPDC) for a subject is defined as the average pupil diameter
in a given number of time periods minus the mean value of the pupil diameter in the whole
experimental run. The overall mean is subtracted because people’s pupils are of different sizes.
We calculated the MPDC for each subject and for each level of lighting intensity. Figure 4
shows the average MPDC for all subjects for the cases when they were looking at the black, gray
and white trucks respectively. The results were analyzed using one-way repeated measures
ANOVA. Since sphericity could not be assumed, the Greenhouse-Geisser correction was
applied. The difference between the MPDC for the black, gray and white trucks was found to be
statistically significant with F(1.26,13.87)=64.9, p<0.001. This finding demonstrates that the
pupil size will depend heavily on the illumination of a limited area around the gaze direction.
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
‐0.2
‐0.4
‐0.6
‐0.8

black (10%)

grey (50%)

white (90%)

Figure 4. Mean pupil diameter change while looking at trucks of different brightness (+/- 1 SD)

Next, we analyzed pupil response to change in lighting intensity as subjects’ glances switched
from truck to truck. We averaged the pupil diameter for all subjects. Figure 5a shows the pupil’s
reaction to a switch to a brighter period (pupil contraction), while Figure 5b shows the switch to
a darker period (pupil dilation). In both figures lighting intensity changes at t=0s.
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Figuree 5a. Responsee to onset of a brighter perio
od
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Figuree 5b. A darkerr period

Note thatt the two graaphs in Figurre 5 are very
y different inn nature. This is because of the differrent
muscle groups
g
involv
ved in contraaction and diilation. The reaction to a bright lightt must be quuicker
to protect the retina from
f
overexp
posure. On the
t other hannd reaction to darkness is more graduual,
because there
t
is no need
n
to protect the retina from darkneess. Also note that pupill size dependds
both on the
t previous and current level of ligh
hting intensitty.
Aural Viigilance Tassk

pupil diameter [mm]

t evaluate how
h pupil diiameter chan
nges throughh the countinng sequence w
we averagedd
In order to
pupil resp
ponses for each subject and
a for each
h six-numberr period. Notte that everyy sixth numbber
could be out of orderr, so the patteern of pupil dilation andd contractionn repeats. As shown in
Figure 6,, and in agreement with Klingner
K
et al.
a (2008), w
we found a pprominent peeak in the puupil
signal du
uring the utteerance of “six” which alsso representss the time w
when “twelvee” and “eightteen”
were utteered. The peaak is due to subjects pay
ying increaseed attention aas they expeect an error. IIts
existencee indicates th
hat pupil diam
meter patterrns could be used to estim
mate cognitiive load.
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0
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time [s]]
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Figurre 6. Pupil dia
ameter signal for
f Aural Vigiilance Task ovver all subjectts

Combineed Task
umination inncrease for thhe Combinedd Task and
Figure 7a shows thee average reaction to illu
Illuminattion Task (daata for the IT
T was introd
duced in Figuure 5a). Figuure 7b show
ws the result oof
subtractin
ng the IT meean from thee CT mean. Note
N that thee shape of thhis differencee graph veryy
much ressembles that of the Aurall Task (Figu
ure 6). Also, the diameterr difference between thee
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“three” and
a “six” seg
gments is in the
t 0.3-0.4 mm
m range inn both figures. Thus, in thhis situationn it
was posssible to estim
mate the cogn
nitive load frrom the diffeerence betweeen the two signal averaages.

combined
d task mean
illumination task mean
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6
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5
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pupil diameter difference
[mm]

pupil diameter [mm]

"three" "four" "five" ""six" "seven""eigght"

7

Figure 7a. Meean reaction to
t increase in
illumin
nation for CT and IT
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F
Figure 7b. Diffference betweeen these two

on
Predictio
The resullts in the preevious tasks encouraged us to designn a predictor of the pupill size reactioon to
illuminattion, with thee goal to sub
btract the preedictor’s outtput from thee pupil signaal and thus ennd
up with an
a estimate of
o TEPR alon
ne. Based on
n observatio ns of the Illuumination annd Combined
Tasks wee set forth th
he predictor model
m
in Fig
gure 8.
illumina
ation transfer function
illumina
ation

dilation

pupil dia
ameter
+

contraction
satura
ation

cognitiv
ve load
cogn
nitive load tran
nsfer f .
Figurre 8. Block dia
agram model of the influencce of illuminattion and cogn
nitive load on p
pupil diameter

mination tran
nsfer function consists off two elemennts; because the pupil’s rreactions to
The illum
increase and decreasee in light hav
ve different characteristiics (see Figuure 5). The m
model also
contains a saturation element, because the pu
upil has its m
minimum andd maximum physical lim
mits.
In our prediction only
y the illumin
nation transffer function w
was identifieed, while thee cognitive load
transfer function
f
willl be defined in future stu
udies. Param
meter estimatiion of the diilation and
contraction transfer functions’
f
nu
umerator and
d denominattor was perfoormed using Matlab’s arrx
function. The targets of this estim
mation were the mean coontraction annd dilation sttep responsee
curves frrom Figure 5.
5 This initiall model of th
he system appproximates the pupil’s rreaction to liight
quite welll in some sittuations, as for
f example for Subject 7, as shownn in Figure 9.
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Figu
ure 9. Pupil diiameter and predictor
p
outpu
ut for Subjectt 7 during the
Illumina
ation Task (left) and Comb
bined Task (rigght)

o examples of
o Subject 7 shifting his gaze from a darker to a lighter truckk at
Figure 9 presents two
nd then to a darker truck
k 9s later at t=141s.
t
The prediction fo
follows the Illlumination Task
t=132s an
pupil sign
nal more preecisely, than
n for the Com
mbined Taskk. In the latteer case, theree are bumps iin
the pupil signal at t=137s and t=1
146s corresp
ponding to loocations of inncreased coggnitive load..
Notice th
hat while thee pupil size iss smaller (lig
ghter truck) the cognitivve effects (m
manifesting inn
bumps in
n pupil diameeter) are more pronouncced than wheen the pupil ssize is largerr (darker trucck).
This is du
ue to the phy
ysical limits of the size of
o the pupil. In these borrder cases thhe simple adddition
of signals is distorted
d by saturatio
on (see mod
del in Figure 8).

pupil diameter
difference [mm]

Finally, we
w subtracteed the predictor signal fro
om the pupill signal durinng the Combbined Task ffor
all subjeccts. The resu
ults were aveeraged over all
a six numbber periods annd over all ssubjects. Thee
resulting graph in Fig
gure 10 is veery similar to
o the results of the Aurall Vigilance T
Task (see
Figure 6)). This similaarity is an in
ndication thaat the predicttor is able to discern lighht reflex andd
cognitivee load effectss on pupil size when the results are aaveraged oveer many cases.
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Figure 10. Difference
D
betw
ween Combineed Task and p
predictor
outtput reveals co
ognitive load p
peak at t=6s

CONCL
LUSION AN
ND FUTURE
E WORK
We found
d that it is po
ossible to dissociate the effects of ligght and cognnitive load oon pupil diam
meter
for subjects scanning
g static images in a drivin
ng simulatorr (H1), althoough this migght be difficuult
when thee pupil size is large (wheen subjects arre looking aat a dark spott in which caase the need for
light overwhelms thee mental load
d effect). Wee also found that it is posssible to create a simple light
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reflex predictor, which would allow estimation of workload (H2). We want to reiterate that our
results are averages of many instances of pupil diameter changes, which is useful in offline
analysis. However, a different approach is needed to estimate cognitive load in real-time.
More research is needed on determining the field of view diameter (in degrees) that affects the
pupil light reflex the most. We also plan to explore situations involving simulated driving and
thus more diverse lighting conditions. Finally, we plan to refine the predictor to adapt to each
subject as well as to eventually allow real-time estimation of cognitive load.
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